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4740 20th Street 71 Vernon British Columbia
$375,000

Exceptional 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom corner unit in the desirable Skyway Village complex! This unit is super

clean and has been meticulously maintained! Being a corner unit the amount of natural light makes this home

feel bright, airy and spacious. Main entrance has a large foyer with built in storage. To the left is the spacious

primary bedroom with walk in closet and a 3 pc ensuite. The functional U shaped kitchen features upgraded

stainless steel appliances and plenty of storage. A large utility space adjacent to the kitchen offers numerous

storage solutions. Entering the great room you will be impressed with the natural light and the space itself

which is anchored by a natural gas fireplace. Second bedroom is adjacent to the great room and is in close

proximity to the functional 4 pc bathroom. An inviting French door leads to the covered patio space which

offers privacy and your own outdoor sanctuary. Unit features led lighting throughout and very reasonable

utility costs. A covered parking spot with storage unit is steps away from your main entrance. Additional

highlights: new roof (2023), healthy contingency fund and low strata fees. Clubhouse features social area,

kitchen, fitness area, workshop area and pool table. If you are looking for a great unit with a high walking score

to all the amenities offered in the area, look no further. This is the unit you have been looking for! Quick

possession is available! (id:6769)

Other 13'6'' x 6'10''

Storage 4' x 8'

Foyer 10'10'' x 9'4''

4pc Bathroom 8'9'' x 4'10''

Bedroom 11'10'' x 8'11''

3pc Ensuite bath Measurements not available

Primary Bedroom 14'3'' x 10'10''

Kitchen 10'10'' x 8'6''

Great room 17'4'' x 12'10''
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